EVERYTHING LEONARDO SAYS HERE HAS A PARALLEL IN THE HIDDEN TEXTS of NOSTRADAMUS

WE HAVE ALL LOST THE ABILITY TO PLACE OURSELVES IN THE SHOES OF MEN LIKE NOSTRADAMUS AND LEONARDO Da VINCI TO TAKE OUR MINDS BACK TO THE DAYS OF SERIOUS STUDY OF OUR SURROUNDINGS: NOT JUST AT AN EARTHY LEVEL, BUT AS FAR AS THE EYE CAN SEE.

IT SEEMS TO ME THAT BOTH OF THESE MEN, IN SEPARATE LOCATIONS OF EUROPE BUT CONTEMPORARY TO EACH OTHER, SUFFERED EQUALLY AMAZING EXPERIENCES. ALSO IN ENGLAND, ‘MOTHER’ SHIPTON IN THE SAME TIME FRAME SEEMS TO HAVE BEEN RUMOURED AS COMMUNICATING WITH ‘THE DEVIL’

TODAY WE WOULD SAY THESE PEOPLE SUFFERED AN ABDUCTION EPISODE, WITH ONE PRIME DIFFERENCE ~

THAT:

THEY WERE ALL GIVEN A MESSAGE TO CONVEY...
A SET OF WARNINGS TO THEIR FUTURE, FOR YOU AND ME.

This has a parallel with Nostradamus and his “pointing up” pictures.

Da VINCI outlined how his “riddles” – his ‘prophecies’ were to be divided:

Should we break these ‘divisions’ down we see them turn into ANIMAL, MINERAL & VEGETABLE. Here, the keywords have been extracted in order to place all the animal, then the inanimate and then the vegetable into categories. Noting that ‘dead’ things including humans have been so placed in the ‘mineral’ section if they have not appeared elsewhere.

Comparing the results to former attempts at deciphering provides a completely different perspective – Something Da Vinci excelled at. The ciphers of the Alchemye Lists of Nostradamus have been applied in order to arrive at these results... the Alchemye List can be seen at the website www.hiddentextSofnostradamus.com
First of things which relate to the reasoning animals, "CREATURES OF THE ZODIAC"
Second those which have not the power of reason
Third of plants.
Fourth of ceremonies,
Fifth of customs,
Sixth of propositions, decrees or disputes,
Seventh of propositions contrary to Nature
as to speak of a substance which the more there is taken from it is the more increased*
and reserve the weighty propositions until the end,
and begin with those of less import, and show first the evils and then the punishments,
Eighth of philosophical things.

"seventh" (PLANET IS EARTH COUNTING FROM OUTSIDE IN) of propositions contrary to Nature
(as to speak of a substance which the more there is taken from it is the more increased*)

CREATURES
“Creatures shall be seen upon the earth who will always be fighting one with another,
with very great losses and frequent deaths on either side. These shall set no bounds to their malice O Earth! What delays thee to open and hurl them headlong into the deep fissures of thy huge abysses (THE DEEP SEA TRENCHES & OUTER SPACE) and caverns, (UNDERGROUND) and no longer to display in the sight of heaven so savage and ruthless a monster?” (HUMAN?)

THESE ARE THE OFF-WORLDERS (BAD ANGELS) WHICH ARE ALWAYS FIGHTING OVER THE EARTH
see the illustrations – paintings of events in Medieval times

NOTE: in the year 1554, Nostradamus was requested to provide a report to Count Tende regarding an event which happened February 1st relating to a celestial episode witnessed by over a thousand people. The report is dated March 10 1554. Almost exactly one year prior to the publication of The Centuries of Quatrains, which Nostradamus had first to requisition king Henri for permission to do so. The Epistle to Henri was the reason permission was given. This document is a history lesson, for both the past and the future, yet contradicts his letter to his son Cesar.
OF THE DEAD WHO ARE TAKEN

1) The simple folk will carry a great number of lights to light up the journeys of all those who have wholly lost the power of seeing.

OF THE DEAD WHO ARE TAKEN (PART OF THE FALSE RAPTURE) (due to the DAYS of SACKCLOTH) (WHEN ‘ALL COLOURS ARE THE SAME’ see later)

THIS STATEMENT COULD ALSO BE AN INDICTMENT AGAINST MODERN HUMANS WHO DO NOT SEE WHAT THEY ARE LOOKING AT, NOT AT GROUND LEVEL, NOT IN THE OCEANS NOR IN THE HEAVENS. THE WORD ‘LIGHT’ ALSO MEANS ‘KNOWLEDGE’ AND ‘UNDERSTANDING’. SOMETHING NOT MANY OF US CARRY WITH US THESE DAYS.

THERE IS ANOTHER EXPLANATION WHICH DOES COME FROM REVELATION: WHAT WE MIGHT CALL MEN IN BLACK

2) ‘O human folly! O madness of mankind!

These two phrases stand for the commencement of the matter. Those will be drowned who give light for divine service:


THESE WATCHERS” HAVE NOT BEEN MENTIONED YET – THEY INCLUDE THE PLEIADIANS – MENTORS TO NOSTRADAMUS

OF ADVICE

‘Behold a thing which is valued the less the more one has need of it.

He who shall be most necessary to whoever has need of him will be unknown and if known – will be held of less account. Our Father?

 THESE COULD BE THE TIS OR THE DALS - THE GUARDIANS WHO PROVIDED ALL THE PROPHETS OVER THE AGES WITH FOREKNOWLEDGE AND WHO HAVE BECOME KNOWN, YET NOT BELIEVED BY US DUE TO ANTI-DISCLOSURE DALS AND ELOIM CANNOT INTERVENE BY ORDER OF THE LAW OF FREE WILL AND PRAYER IS A GOOD METHOD.

SO THAT THE SAYING “GOD HELPS THOSE WHO HELP THEMSELVES” BECOMES A LITTLE MORE MEANINGFUL…


THESE WERE THE SUM RESULT OF WHAT NOSTRADAMUS IS SAYING IN THE HIDDEN TEXTS

IN THE HOUR OF DEATH LIBERTY AND PEACE WILL BE ACHIEVED

WHEEL OF THE GREAT SIÈCLE (CYCLE) IS NOT EXACT IN THE DATES OF CROSSING DAVINCI PREDICT: NO ONE HAS APPRECIATED THE FULL EXTENT OF THE PREDICTIONS OF DA VINCI – BECAUSE NO ONE HAD THE CODES BEFORE NOW

PEDANT SAYING THAT DA VINCI WAS PEDANTIC REGARDING THE CHRISTIAN BELIEFS, YET HE DID PERCEIVE THE ‘UNHOLY SIX’ WHICH ARE EXPLAINED IN THE FORUM SECOND COMING & TRAIN DANGER

EUCHARISE: IS A CHRISTIAN SACRAMENT, SUCH AS THE LORD’S SUPPER, AND OTHER NAMES

UUHEEL IS APPROXIMATE: MEANS SUCH THINGS AS ‘THE EQUINOX’ IS NOT EXACTLY THE DAY BUT CAN BE A DAY EITHER SIDE AND SO ON

Therefore the same is directed at the date of December 22nd. The cusp of the ages is explained in ‘END OF AN AGE’

OF ADVICE CONTINUED: ‘ALL THOSE THINGS WHICH IN THE WINTER ARE CONCEALED AND HIDDEN BENEATH THE SNOW WILL BE LEFT BARE AND EXPOSED IN SUMMER: SAID OF A LIE WHICH CANNOT REMAIN HIDDEN’ (FULL DISCLOSURE?)
Leonardo in the Hidden Texts of Nostradamus

1 16 1 Faux a l’estang joint vers le Sagitaire
Giant [Enki] CONTRIVES INVOCATING AXLES
ANTIGNOSTIC AGNEST COINING EVICTION
NOTICING LAX LEVERS FAILURE 5 26 3
FLEXURA VERTICALITY (organ perversity)
TALES LARGESSE... AFIRE ~ LESSER SEAL

The LESSER SEAL could be in relation to the duodenum problem or that being “AFIRE” (the CMEs) is the lesser problem

1 56 2 Horreurs extremes et vindications:
DA VINCI ESTEEMS USER EXERT HORN
METRE DIVINEST ACTIONS (of) ST JOHN
IT INDICATE : DIVERSEMENT SEX, IV
EXERTS INSOOTH (truly) EXTREMEST
HORNS EXERT SURER ACID cursed air

Sooner and later you will see great changes made, dreadful horrors and vengeances.
For as the moon is thus led by its angel the heavens draw near to the balance

Dreadful horrors and vengeances.
DAVINCI ESTEEMS: Da Vinci’s ESTEEMED user of the HORNS (Enki?)
(To) MEASURE ACTIONS of ST JOHN: what did St John do
The differences of the “repulsive Six” and the FOUR need indicating
The differences are EXTREME
These HORNS are the Eridani – curs-ed air from the chemtrails?
Sooner AND later – so more than once
The moon is arranged by its (own) angels, which happen to be Off Worlders. They move the moon at will
In Libra (the October of the ‘great translation’ in the Epistle to Henri) the ‘heavens draw near’ or rather the Earth moves closer to the outer limits of our solar system

5 26 3 Changeront prince, n’aistra un provincial
VINCI PROVE - N NOT ARCHANGELIC
ALCHERINGA PRINT ARSENITE TRANSIENCE (traveller)
ISTAR NEGRO STRIVE SUN INCINERATE
ALERT ON – ORGAN PERVERSION (in 1 16 l)

Born provincial, they will change a prince. Saying born unsophisticated (not knowing) they will change to the Prince of Dark Men = ISTAR NEGRO...Sirius ‘dark man’- of Dannemarc
ARSENITE TRANSIENCE: the arsenites are those which use nano gold/arsenite for their atmosphere containment. This is in relation to the mobile planet of Nibiru.

5 52 3 ALCHERINGA literally DREAM TIME, Nostradamus has chosen the name of my (Australian) school’s monthly Newsletter www.thefreedictionary.com/provincial
pro-vin-cial (pr -v n sh l). adj. 1. Of or relating to a province. 2. Of or characteristic of people from the provinces; not sophisticated
NI.CA, EAN : NI = Ni.biru CA: = Cabal EA: = Ea of Erid.anu AN: = ANUN,NAKI who collated our current bibles
ALERT ON – ‘On’ are the Oannes. I have no idea why there is an ALERT needed regarding the weakness of the duodenum cartilages, but if it is a weakness, it seems we need to ‘know the enemy’ as much as we can

5 96 1 Sur le milieu du grand monde la rose
D’ORLEAN LORD NAMED in OS
LEONARDO’S RULES UNARGUED
AUGURED MILL MILE UIIDER II
GUARD REILLUMED OLDER MADONNA
DAMN U N - EG RUDD drudge, GUARD
DEMON RANDOM GOURMUND

D’ORLEAN LORD (golden lord) NAMED in OS (in Capricorn)

The rose on the middle of the great world. The middle of the ‘olde’ world was Giza. The rose is the stage gate/grail
MILE LIE UIIDER II: Mill is the millwheel of the ages ...
LIE WIDER: our own Astronomical Units in II = Nov?
OLDER MADONNA go to 3 66 2
The person in the U.N. is a prime minister GUARD (hide) DEMON Drudge: To do tedious, unpleasant, or menial work
RANDOM GOURMUND = a cannibal

Helen C Parks©
Here is a question for you Dan Brown...

what is the connection between the "fairest sanctified artifice" and the "re-illumed older Madonna"?

**LEONARDO’S RULES UNARGUED**

recently xray (re-illumed) of a Madonna showed the number 72 under a bridge

**Leggere le bone opere o osservarle**

Read and observe - happens in bone (Capricorn)

Pens (RAPTURE) will rise up as birds, the skies reversed

AFORISMI, NOVELLE E PROFEZIE di Leonardo da Vinci

**3 66 2 Sera par un de sang vindicatif**

**DAVINCI SAVING FAIREST SANCTIFIED ARTIFICE**

SENDs FEAR ... VINDICATING FATIDIC (as if it is fateful)

decided uuin in saga

aid uuidening nag sic see 5 96 1

AVID AVENGING IN J/C/S (discs)

INVADING ACTS - FIRE RAPE IS SANCTIFIED

Nag HORSE BLACK NOVEMBER 25 - DECEMBER 22

HORSE PALE OCTOBER 28 - NOVEMBER 24

HORSES SEPTEMBER 30 - OCTOBER 27

HORSE WHITE JUNE 10 - JULY 7 MARE JULY 8 – AUGUST 4 ('LATE CANCER')

**6 3 4 Ostera le sceptre coronel de concorde**

**DORLEAN DALECON REPLACE (at) SCEPTRE CORONA**

**SELECT LETTERSPACE CONCORD**

**LEONARDO’S CLEAREST ASTER CODE**

**CASTLE CREEP - ONE RESTORED**

**6 3 4 CASTLE CREEP :** means slides slowly past the astronomical mansions after Earth has been restored

Sceptre (Jupiter) cut away to fly in accordance crown(ed)

SCEPTRE: can be Uranus (three pronged), or Jupiter (single pronged)

DORLEAN (golden) DALECON (the face in lace in a crop circle)

This could even be saying “replace Earth at CORONA of Jupiter”

I say this because of the line that follows it

**Now the word ‘crown’ means in October, so we cannot complain about a lack of consistency.**

**10 40 3 Iceuly mort LONOLE donna topique**

**DORLEAN RADON PATRON, EQUIP MY LONE ADORN CLUE**

TO LEONARDO LYCEUM

DEPLORATION ON noon

NO OLDEN mortuary LOT (Giza)

TORNADO, ICE ATOP LONDONER I YULE (9 48)

**LONOLE = L (Tau Ceti, Nordics) O (orbit) NOEL**

GOLDEN ELOIM PATRON, Caused/gave my lone ADORN clue to Leonardo’s LYCEUM: an institution for public education/forum

ADORN: October, the major date in the Epistle to Henri, the date of the “great translation” of the Earth or of ‘earth’

I Yew tree day (solstice eve 18-19-20- December) and Halloween

DEPLORING the OANNES who incinerate Giza (many other lines)

**2 52**

Dans plusieurs nuits la terre tremblera:  
Sur le printemps deux effets souris  
Corinthe, Ephese aux deux mers nagera,  
Guerre ses meut par deux vaillans de luit

**Corinthe Ephere** = Three piece horn recent hope, Penre (Anu) hire the heroic (see HERO EHWAZ MOVES THE EARTH)

**2 68**

De l’aquilion les efforts seront grands:  
Sus l’Oceaan sera la porte ouverte: conceal cancel O (orbit)

Le regne en l’isle sera reingraind, the isle= the Earth

Tremblera Londres par voile discouverte. Lens rod older N/S

**Lonndon l’Oceaan= En (Erid.anu) lords lens (eyes) rod (greys - cause) older N/S (poles)** Conceal, cancel O (orbit of the Earth

**9 48**

La grand cite d’occean maritime,  
Environnee de maretz en cristal:  
Dans le solstice hyemal & the prime,  
Sera tempie de vent espouvantal.

The great city of the maritime Ocean, (London)

Surrounded by a crystalline swamp. (Vienna?)

In the winter solstice and the spring, It will be tried by frightful wind.
The manuscript is one of the most important written by Leonardo to have been preserved. On 18 folio sheets, folded into 72 pages and covered in tightly composed mirror-handwriting and illustrated with many drawings, Leonardo recorded haphazardly between 1506 and 1510 a wealth of observations of nature, technical sketches, inventions, speculations and thought experiments. They portray the body of the earth as a living organism; the main topic being the nature of water. Leonardo carried the sheets with him in a notebook bound in leather. We can watch as Leonardo ponders over light and shadow, ebb and flow, the light of the moon, primeval and apocalyptic phenomena.

The extraordinary event of confronting Leonardo’s work in the original is complemented by a richly varied body of commentary which includes:

- a 12-meter high waterfall that rushes upward (I DON’T KNOW WHERE THE FIGURE 12 METRES DERIVES ed.)
- many interactive models providing graphic demonstrations of the ways of water and living things

www.odranoeil.de/indexeng.php

**ANIMALS, BEASTS AND CREATURES**

“You shall hold converse with **animals of every species**, and they with you in human language. Your own sons shall be seen torn to pieces within their own houses by most cruel and savage **animals** of your country. YOUR FELLOW MAN

**ANIMALS**

‘Many communities there will be who will hide themselves and their young and their victuals within gloomy caverns, and there in dark places will sustain themselves and their families for many months without any light either artificial or natural. There shall come forth out of dark and gloomy caves that which shall cause the whole human race to undergo great afflictions, perils, and death.

**THE ‘MANY MONTHS’ MENTIONED BY NOSTRADAMUS ARE FROM ‘YEW TREE’ (HALLOWEEN) DATE TO ‘CANCER’ WITHOUT ANY LIGHT SEEMS TO INFER THAT IT WOULD BE DANGEROUS TO BE SEEN**

THE THING THAT SHALL COME FORTH OUT OF DARK AND GLOOMY CAVES CAN BE ONE OF TWO THINGS – VOLCANIC ACTIVITY – POISONOUS GASES FROM WITHIN THE EARTH – OR AN ENTITY

**OF ANTS**

‘The many labours shall be repaid by hunger, thirst, wretchedness, blows and goadings WE HAVE WORKED FOR THE ELITE FOR NOTHING

**OF ASSES WHICH ARE BEATEN**

‘O neglectful Nature, wherefore art thou thus partial, becoming to some of thy children a tender and benignant mother, to others a most cruel and ruthless stepmother? I see thy children given into slavery to others without ever receiving any benefit, and in lieu of any reward for the services they have done for them they are repaid by the severest punishments, and they constantly spend their lives in the service of their oppressor. THE US MILITARY ARE ALREADY UNDER THE HOLD OF A CERTAIN GRAYLE

**OF THE BELLS (WARNINGS) OF MULES (AURIGA) WHICH ARE CLOSE TO THEIR EARS (IN VIRGO)**

‘There shall be heard in many parts of Europe instruments of various sizes making divers melodies, causing great weariness to those who hear them most closely.

**OF MULES (AURIGA) WHICH CARRY RICH BURDENS OF SILVER (GRAYLES) AND GOLD (LEONINES) OF THE BELLS OF MULES (AURIGA IN THE BELL SHAPED CRAFT) WHICH BELLS ARE CLOSE TO THEIR EARS**
OF BEES
'The bees which make the wax of the candles. URSA MAJOR USING AXUNGE (ANIMAL GREASE) TO ANOINT
And many others will be robbed of their store of provisions and their food, and by an insensate folk will be cruelly immersed and drowned.
O justice of God! why dost thou not awake to behold thy creatures thus abused?

BEES IN THE ALCHEMYE LIST OF NOSTRADAMUS THE BEEHIVE IS AN OBSOLETE NAME FOR THOSE FROM THE URSA MAJOR DIRECTION. THESE OTHER WORLDERS INCLUDE GRAYLES WHICH ARE THE OFF WORLDERS WHICH THE AMERICAN MILITARY MADE SEVERAL TREATIES TRADING HUMANS FOR TECHNOLOGY. THE NAME GRAYLE, GRAAL AND GRAIL ARE ALL VARIOUS OFF WORLDERS AND ARE MENTIONED BY NAME IN THE HIDDEN TEXTS OF NOSTRADAMUS. THE GRAYLES ALSO ARE INVOLVED WITH CATTLE MUTILATIONS. THIS FACTION IS IN LEAGUE WITH THOSE FROM MERKAB (MARCBABANS) WHICH IS IN PEGASUS – NOT TO BE CONFUSED WITH THOSE OF SCHEAT IN PEGASUS insensate = having no senses THE DROWNING REFERENCE IS THE OCEANS ROLLING OVER THE LAND AND IMMERSING THOSE THAT WENT INTO THE UNDERGROUND BUNKERS WITHOUT WATER PROOFING THEM PROPERLY

BEES – THE BEEHIVE – URSA MAJOR (THE CATTLE MUTILATORS
'They live together in communities. They are drowned in order that their honey (SOULS) may be seized. They are despatched in order that their possessions may be seized, just as it seems the American citizens may experience soon – includes a great land grab and total dispossession as the Nazis did.
'Many and very great communities will be drowned in their own dwellings. Snow in summer shall be gathered on the high mountain peaks and carried to warm places, and there be let to fall down, when festivals are held in the piazza in the time of summer.

'And many others will be robbed of their store of provisions ("POSESSIONS" = IN CANCER and their food, and by an insensate folk will be cruelly immersed and drowned.
O justice of God! why dost thou not awake to behold thy creatures thus abused?

OF BIRDS
'By sleeping upon the feathers of birds. FLYING WHILE ASLEEP – ASTRAL TRAVEL

OF SNAKES CARRIED BY SWANS
'Serpents of huge size will be seen at an immense height in the air fighting with birds.

THE SWANS ARE THOSE FROM CYGNUS CONSTELLATION - SAID TO BE THE OVERALL LAYOUT OF THE BUILDINGS ON THE GIZA PLATEAUX... THE SNAKES (REPTILES) ARE THE DRACO FROM THE NORTH – THE "DREADED HANIX"
NOSTRADAMUS SPOKE OF IN 8 85. BUT NOTE: FIGHTING WITH BIRDS – NOT AGAINST
'shall raise men towards heaven even as they do birds:"

Feathers = AQUILA – QUETZALCOATL - THE FALSE RAPTURE –

OF SOWING – EITHER EASY COM/EASY GO OR RADIOACTIVE FOOD | GENETICALLY ENGINEERED ‘FOOD’
'Then a great part of the men who remain alive will throw out of their houses the victuals they have saved, as the free booty of the birds and beasts of the field, without taking any care of them. THE SEED BANK FAILS POSSIBLY A REFERENCE TO GENETICALLY MODIFIED SEED WHICH HAS A TERMINAL GERMINATION ‘BRED’ INTO IT WHICH IS ALSO NOT EVEN SAFE ENOUGH FOR ANIMALS TO EAT … without taking any care of them.

OF HORNED AND TAWNY OWLS [DATES] WITH WHICH ONE GOES FOWLING WITH BIRD-LIME
‘Many will perish by fracturing their skulls, and their eyes will almost start out of their heads on account of fearsome creatures which have come forth out of the darkness. FROM INNER AND OUTER SPACE YES, THESE CREATURES USE SOUND. ONE OTHER CAUSE FOR FRACUTRED SKULLS IS EXPLOSION CAUSED BY EXTREME HEAT THE REFERENCE TO ‘HORNE’ AND ‘TAWNY’ IS AIMED AT THE ANUN.NAKIM – THEIR HELMETS AND THEIR COLOUR

THE DATES IN THE ALCHEMYE LIST WHICH OWLS REPRESENT
THE SEED BANK FAILS

OF JACKDAWS AND STARLINGS = BLACK BIRDS – CORVUS FROM LEO; OF THE FALSE RAPTURE
‘Those living below will trust him, that will be large crowds, almost all will die a cruel death.
And you will see mothers, fathers of the hill along with his family cruel deaths being eaten by animals Jackdaw: Corvus (the crow) monedula (lover of money) CORVUS CONSTELLATION IS 3RD DECAN OF LEO IN LEO Star.ling: sternus (star/ling) vulgaris (rude) this word was thrown in as a prompt of ‘blackbird’ of the stars - CROW
‘Those living below will trust him:
THERE ARE TWO WAYS TO TAKE THIS, ONE OF THEM IS THE FALSE RAPTURE:
1) They will trust their president to look out for them when he says it is safe to go to the bunkers (living below)
2) They trust in those who say they are from Sirius (Ysus) to ‘catch them up’ (Revelation 4:1-2. Read Jesus as Ysus)
Looking at the Greek words for “come up” and “caught up” will show that John’s being called up to heaven cannot be an image of the rapture. The word for “come up” in Revelation 4:1 is anaba (from anabainō) which means:

“to rise up from the depths to a height….” It is used for climbing aboard a ship, mounting a horse or climbing a mountain.29

The word for “caught up” in 1 Thessalonians 4:16-17 is ἀναπαρασκευάζομαι (from ἀναπαρασκευάζω) which means:

“To take something forcefully” (firmly, quickly or rapaciously). Thus a “to steal.” “To capture in war.” c. With the thought of speed. d. “To take rapaciously.” e. “To take by force.”30

Ἀναπαρασκευάζομαι has a sense of force that is nonexistent in the word anaba. Notice who is taking the action in the two events: In Revelation 4:1, John is called to ascend to heaven. The one taking the action is John. In 1 Thessalonians 4:16-17 Jesus takes us forcefully from the earth by His power.

Revelation 4:1-2, John is called to ascend to heaven. The one taking the action is John. In 1 Thessalonians 4:16–17 Jesus takes us forcefully from the earth by His power.

Revelation 4:1-2 is claimed to represent the rapture. However, not a single proponent of this view claims that Paul was “caught up” to heaven in 2 Corinthians 12.2 this “caught up” represented the rapture! Paul uses the same word “caught up” (ἀναπαρασκευάζω) as he uses in the his capture passage of 1 Thessalonians 4:16–17 (ἀναπαρασκευάζομαι – same word, different verb tense). The one performing the action is God in both 2 Corinthians 12 and 1 Thessalonians 4:16–17.

If Revelation 4:1-2 was intended to display the rapture, one would expect John to also have used ἀναπαρασκευάζω. The word used in Revelation 4 does not fit the action of the rapture and must not be forced into the verses to prove the timing of the rapture.

One final comment that should seal the issue. If John intended to use the word ἀναβαίνω to speak about the rapture, we would expect that he would use the same word for “caught up” in Revelation 12:

And she gave birth to a son, a male child, who is to rule all the nations with a rod of iron; and her child was caught up to God and to His throne.

(Revelation 12:5)

The word for “come up” in Revelation 4:1 is anaba (from anabainō) which means: to rise up from the the depths to a height…

THE MONKEY AND THE BIRD

The monkey, finding a nest of small birds, went up to it greatly delighted. But they, being already fledged, he could only succeed in taking the smallest; greatly delighted he took it in his hand and went to his abode, and having begun to look at the little bird he took to kissing it, and from excess of love he kissed it so much and turned it about and squeezed it till he killed it. This is said for those who by not punishing their children let them come to mischief.

A thing without senses

“There shall also hurtle through the air a tribe of dreadful winged creatures WYVERNS/MOTHMAN

‘who shall attack both men and beasts, and feed upon them with loud cries:

They shall fill their bellies full of crimson blood.

WYVERN OR EAGLE HEADED ANU – DESCRIBED AS ‘DYALIZERS’ BY NOSTRADAMUS

THE EAGLE

‘Observe how the beating of its wings against the air suffices to bear up the weight of the eagle in the highly rarefied air which borders on the fiery element! Observe also how the air moving over the sea, beaten back by the bellying sails, causes the heavily laden ship to glide onwards! So that by adducing and expounding the reasons of these things you may be able to realise that man when he has great wings attached to him, by exerting his strength against the resistance of the air and conquering it, is enabled to subdue it and to raise himself upon it. EAGLE/ANU-RARIFIED AIR-SPACE-FIERY ELEMENT-THE SUN

Suppose that here there is a body suspended, which resembles that of a bird, and that its tail is twisted to an angle of various different degrees; you will be able by means of this to deduce a general rule as to the various twists and turns in the movements of birds occasioned by the bending of their tails

AEROPLANES BEND THEIR TAILS TO CHANGE DIRECTION

AND THE OWL

‘And if in the said darkness the eye of the owl expands its pupil a hundred times, the power of vision increases a hundred fold, so that a hundred degrees of power of vision are acquired;

and since things which are the equal of each other do not exceed each other, the bird sees in the darkness with the pupil increased a hundredfold just as in the day when the pupil is less by ninety-nine hundredths.

DESCRIBING TELESCOPES WHICH SEE AT NIGHT – THIS IS A HINT WHERE TO LOOK FOR THE CLUES, SINCE THE OWL IS MEANT TO BE THE ‘WISE’ ONE. THE ‘KNOWING’ ONE….. “as in the day when the pupil (STUDENT) is less by ninety-nine hundredths. IN THE DAY OF ONE IN A HUNDRED WHO UNDERSTAND THE STARS
The privet, feeling its tender boughs, loaded with young fruit, pricked by the sharp claws and beak of the insolent blackbird complained to the blackbird with piteous remonstrance, entreating it that since it stole the delicious fruits it should at least spare the leaves which served to protect them from the burning rays of the sun, and desist from scratching its tender bark with its sharp claws.

To this the blackbird replied with angry upbraiding, “Oh shut up, uncultured shrub!

Do you not know that nature made you produce these fruits for my nourishment?

Do you not see that you are in this world to serve me with food?

Do you not know, base creature, that next winter you will be food and prey for the fire?”

To these words the tree listened patiently, and not without tears.

Shortly afterwards the blackbird was caught in a net and boughs were cut to make a cage to imprison it. Branches were cut from the pliant privet among others to serve for the plaited twigs of the cage, and seeing that it was the cause of the blackbird’s loss of liberty the privet, (base creature) rejoicing, said, “Oh blackbird, I am here and not yet consumed, like you said, by the fire.

I shall see you in prison before you see me burnt.”

The Privet – a vine like hedge in Spring growth budding with new life. This young life is plucked by the CROW. BURNING RAYS OF THE SUN is a reference to solar flares which will reach the Earth. The TENDAR BARK being SCRATCHED is the Earth (Barque) being seared by solar flares. UNCULTURED means PRIMITIVE. SCRUB in this term means GROWING WILDLY WITHOUT CAREFUL MANAGEMENT NATURE PRODUCING FRUITS is a reference to all things being SIMBIOTIC. THAT IS – TAKE THEN GIVE BACK A THING WHICH HUMANS (IN THE MAIN) DO NOT DO. THEY CUT THE FOREST AND LEAVE A DESERT BASE CREATURE – now this is the Crow talking to the Privet hedge. This is what the message from the Crow is: DO YOU NOT KNOW THAT EVEN IN DEATH YOU WILL BE USEFUL? TO HUMANS – EVEN IN DEATH YOU ARE USEFUL. IN NATURE THERE ARE MANY WHICH DEPEND ON THIS. THIS IS ONE WAY OF ‘GIVING BACK’ TO NATURE. It could also be a sly reference to what NOSTRADAMUS SAID ‘IN MEN IN BLACK’ BOUGHS is a reference to the Tree of Life. YOUNG FRUIT PRICKED is the altering of DNA blackbird complained to the blackbird – THERE ARE TWO FACTIONS OF THOSE FROM LEO constellation WHICH WILL BE INVOLVED (one can see the RAVEN/CROW in many hieroglyphs) AND ONE IS AGGRESSIVE (from Den.ebola) stole the delicious fruits – inferring a different outcome had it but asked meaning WE CAN ASK BY PRAYING spare the leaves – this may be a reference to the FATHER having needs, in this case those that ‘pricked’ the DNA DO HAVE NEED OF THE EARTH (we have been calling them ANUN.NAKIM and they need gold) made you produce … serve me with food – IN THIS CASE THE LEONINES ARE ARRIVING HUNGRY NEXT winter you will be food and [you will be] prey for the fire net is what reticulum means. Zeta Reiculi Herculis – the HEROES WHO MOVE THE EARTH and boughs (is a key word for those from CEPHEUS – REPTILIANS, coming to cut the bough) make a cage is a reference to the LAPIDARY CAGE – THAT WHICH CONTAINS THE SPARKLING GEMS we call STARS to imprison is ALWAYS A REFERENCE TO THOSE IMPRISONED ON PLANETS Branches WAS THE MYSTERY WORD IN CENTURY 1 QUATRAIN 2 WHICH WAS FULLY CAPITALIZED. ALL UPPER CASE WORDS NEED TO BE ANAGRAMMED THEN DECODED (THEY ARE CALLED: CODES WITHIN CODES). BRANCHES MEANS: STANDING AT THE GATEWAY (PORTAL).

IT IS THE WHALE’S TAIL OF CEPHEUS (TO BE THE NEW NORTH POLESTAR)


THIS IS EXACTLY HOW KNOWLEDGEABLE MEN COMMUNICATED UNDER THE VERY NOSES OF THE INQUISITION
THE EAGLE AND THE FALCON/HAWK

‘You will perhaps say that the sinews and muscles of a bird are incomparably more powerful than those of man, because all the girth of so many muscles and of the fleshy parts of the breast goes to aid and increase the movement of the wings, while the bone in the breast is all in one piece and consequently affords the bird very great power, the wings also being all covered with a network of thick sinews and other very strong ligaments of gristle, and the skin being very thick with various muscles.

But the reply to this is that such great strength gives it a reserve of power beyond what it ordinarily uses to support itself on its wings, since it is necessary for it whenever it may so desire either to double or treble its rate of speed in order to escape from its pursuer or to follow its prey. Consequently in such a case it becomes necessary for it to put forth double or treble the amount of effort, and in addition to this to carry through the air in its talons a weight corresponding to its own weight. So one sees a falcon carrying a duck and an eagle carrying a hare which circumstance shows clearly enough where the excess of strength is spent for they need but little force in order to sustain themselves, and to balance themselves on their wings, and flap them in the pathway of the wind and so direct the course of their journeyings; and a slight movement of the wings is sufficient for this, and the movement will be slower in proportion as the bird is greater in size.

Alas, how many attacks were made upon this raging fiend to whom every onslaught was as nothing! O wretched folk, for you there avail not the impregnable fortresses, nor the lofty walls of your cities, nor the being together in great numbers, nor your houses or palaces... nor any place unless it were the tiny holes and subterranean caverns where after the manner of crabs and crickets and creatures like these you might find safety and a means of escape. Oh, how many wretched mothers and fathers were deprived of their children! How many unhappy women were deprived of their companions!

In truth, my dear Benedetto, I do not believe that ever since the world was created there has been witnessed such lamentation and wailing of people accompanied by so great terror. In truth, the human species in such a plight has need to envy every other race of creatures: for though the eagle has strength sufficient to subdue the other birds, they yet remain unconquered through the rapidity of their flight, and so the swallows through their speed escape becoming the prey of the falcon, and the dolphins also by their swift flight escape becoming the prey of the whales and of the mighty leviathans but for us wretched mortals there avails not any flight, since this monster (Nibiru) when advancing slowly far exceeds the speed of the swiftest courser.

---

1 those of man...in the Alchemye list MAN always means Orion
2 parts of the breast... is a pointer to the description Nostradamus gives them as CAUDEX meaning thick as a tree trunk
3 of the wings... Nostradamus calls this ALIGEROUS and it applies to those eagle helmeted four winged Nephilim or Anu
4 bone in the breast...has two meanings. Bone is cipher for in Capricorn. The other is a warning regarding the protective plate over the Duodenum which has LAX LEVERS [CARTILEGE] and is VERTICAL in the Anun.nakim: a weakness
5 double or treble... uses power beyond ordinarily [the] rate of speed to follow its prey
6 carry through the air...as raptors do – to be ‘caught up’
7 falcon carrying a duck... duck correlating to 'goose' returning – a reference to Horus (son of Osiris/Orion) & Cygnus
8 eagle carrying a hare... eagle is always the Anu. Lepus the Hare squats at the foot of Orion constellation, and can be seen in many Egyptian hieroglyphs. The understanding of these references will come in further clues & in Nostradamus forums
9 shows clearly enough where the excess of strength is... seems to be saying that extra strength is found in this ally
10 for they need but little in order to sustain themselves... here is one reason
11 slower in proportion as the bird is greater in size....and another reason – those from Lepus are faster
12 many attacks were made upon this raging fiend...is this referring to those medieval paintings?
13 every onslaught was as nothing
14 for you there avail not the impregnable fortresses... ordinary folk do not have the same impregnable fortresses
15 together in great numbers... described by Nostradamus as HORDES
16 tiny holes and subterranean caverns... where to hide – LIKE A MOUSE said Nostradamus
17 crabs and crickets and creatures like these... crabs (Ursa Majorites) crickets (Mantids) and others in between

Benedetto: codes within codes = BEEN TO D [moon] ET (da Vinci)
9354Et marchera contre le Myrmidon
M.R. E. "T. MARRON DO THERMAL YINM
DEMONIC MERCY CATTLE
note my R.E. electron mid March in 5 91 1

5911Au grand marche' qu'on dict des mensongiers

GUARDS GENNOS SOUGRAIGNE REGION
SINGERS (to) ARGUE MENS DEDUCTION
or DEDUCTIONS MEN = (Men = Aquarius)

DISCOUNTED DAMN MAN OMEN S
QUOINED ORGANISES O MARCH – see 8 58 2
RAISES DAN. SONG – ARQ G
or GUARD RAISES SONGS (see musical clues later)

'GUARD' could even be Nostradamus, the 'songs' being the quatrains

And he (they) will march against the Myrmidons. Myrmidons –
or originally Ants or mantids, turned into human beings by Zeus
YINM: separation by heat at the molecular level
CAR: "the enemy" obs. IT Decan CAPRICORN: (add ten days
M: Orion or Perseus
SINGERS: authors of these 'tunes' – the Hidden Texts...
MAN = Orion or Perseus
SINGERS: authors of these 'tunes' – the Hidden Texts...

At the market that they call that of liars: Wall St. or Treaty 9
SOUGRAIGNE – Pyrenees GENNOS – begets GUARDS: (key)

MARCH is Daniel of the Bible. and/or Scorpio. S: April 15 – May 12
S: April 15 – May 12
O: Orbit ARQ can be Sagittarius. G (Geminid?) G is also Cerrone

And/or google Dan Burisch

The dates: MARCH MAY VIRGO LIBRA SCORPIO SAGITTARIUS and on a Monday,

DAMN 'MAN' = DAMN ORION
SOUGRAIGNE REGION GUARDS GENNOS: could mean hiding in the tunnels there; is one way to safeguard GENNOS

8582Prendre les armes et le nom Britannique

LOBSTERMEN QUINTAN MOB
R.E. LEADERS EQUIP (cause)
RENDER OMEN
RELEASE BROMINE
SMELTER ELEMENTS (heavy metals/aluminium)

BROMINATE INQUINATE
to take the arms and the name of Britain:
LOBSTERMEN (Mantids) QUINTAN: in the 5 day orbiting planetoid.
line 9 35 4 has them as "Marron" (a very large crayfish) as seen by an

Iowa Minister July 13th 2007 on the back of a cow during a cattle
mutation. He saw a "crab/scorpion"... the article at Earthfiles.com

R: Draco. E: planetoid EQUIP: cause

INQUINATE: polluting (chemtrails in our atmosphere) ...this is the plan

'You will see the lion (FROM DENEBOLA IN LEO) tribe tearing open the earth with hooked claws, and
burying themselves in the holes (TUNNELS) that they have made, together will die other animals
which are in subjection to them.
CERTAIN GREYS & GRAYLES IN CONCERT WITH THOSE WHO MADE TREATIES WITH THEM
Reference: Phil Schneider (murdered for telling the truth)
OF WARRIORS ON HORSEBACK

Many shall be seen carried by large animals with great speed, to the loss of their lives and to instant death. In the air and on the earth shall be seen animals of different colours, bearing men furiously to the destruction of their lives.

THE DENEBOLENS FROM LEO HAVE SPACE CRAFT WHICH SHARES THEIR DNA. WHICH ALLOWS THEM TO SHAPE-SHIFT SUCH AS THE JELLYFISH UFO SEEN IN NORWAY. THIS COULD ALSO BE A REFERENCE TO THOSE FROM CENTAURIS (SAY TO BE MERCENARIES BY NOSTRADAMUS) COMING FOR THE FALSE RAPTURE THIS IS ALSO A DATE - IN SAGITTARIUS, AS IS THE WHITE HORSE OF UFFINGTON. WARNINGS FROM THE PAST ABOUT AN EVENT IN THE FUTURE... SHOULD YOU BE PUZZLING ABOUT THE “HOW” OF THIS – THINK ABOUT THE (forbidden) KNOWLEDGE WHICH THE TEMPLARS POSSESSED WHICH WAS SO DANGEROUS THAT IT HAD TO BE BURIED IN THE MONEY PIT ON OAK ISLAND. A TIME PORTAL BY ANY OTHER NAME IS STILL A TIME PORTAL

EVERY POINT FORMS A DIVISION BETWEEN THE EAST AND THE WEST... = LONGITUDES

All the animals will move from the east to the west, and so also from the north to the south.

DUE TO EXTREME CLIMATE CHANGE, POLE SHIFT NORTH TO SOUTH IS WHAT NOSTRADAMUS ALSO Says - RIO DE JANEIRO MOVES TO THE SOUTH POLE – A TRIP OF 4,800 NAUTICAL MILES

BUT WHAT THIS IS REALLY SAYING IS THAT THE LAND MASSES MOVE

OF THE HEMISPHERES WHICH ARE INFINITE AND DIVIDED BY AN INFINITE NUMBER OF LINES, IN SUCH A WAY THAT EVERY MAN HAS ALWAYS ONE OF THESE LINES BETWEEN HIS FEET = LATITUDES & LONGITUDES & WWW

‘Men shall speak with and touch and embrace each other while standing each in different hemispheres, and shall understand each other's language. WEBcam

THIS RIDDLE IS INCLUDED IN THE ‘ANIMALS' SECTION BECAUSE MAN IS AN ANIMAL

OF RE-MOVING ON ALL SAINTS' DAY

THE GREAT TRANSLATION... NOVEMBER 1, AND ON A THURSDAY

WHICH IS EXACTLY WHAT NOSTRADAMUS SAID

“Many shall leave their own dwellings, and shall carry with them all their goods and go to dwell in other lands.

THE GREAT [HUMAN] TRANSLATION

AT ANY POINT ONE MAY MAKE THE DIVISION OF THE TWO HEMISPHERES

‘All men will suddenly change their hemisphere.

OF ALL SOULS' DAY = FRIDAY NOVEMBER 2ND 2012 NOTING APPLE TREE DAY AS NOSTRADAMUS SAID

‘How many will there be who will mourn for their dead ancestors, carrying lights for them!

OCTOBER 31ST = YEW TREE DAY... NOVEMBER 1 = ALL SAINTS DAY... THE GREAT TRANSLATION IS IN OCTOBER, SAID NOSTRADAMUS TO KING HENRI IN HIS EPISTLE (A LETTER OUTLINING HISTORY BOTH PAST & FUTURE).

HOW APT. THE WORD “TRANSLATION” IS A GEOLOGICAL TERM MEANING THE MOVEMENT OF EARTH IN THIS CASE IT COULD MEAN THE EARTH ‘carrying lights for them’ due to the sackcloth darkness

Many there will be who will wax great in their destruction:-

The hall of snow rolling over the snow

POLE ROLLING OVER POLE or COLD PLANET ROLLING PASSING OVER THE POLES

OF BOOKS WHICH INCULCATE PRECEPTS = THE BIBLES

‘Bodies without souls shall by their sayings supply precepts which shall help us to die thoroughly.

CHANNELLERS (for one instance: SaLuSa and the false rapture) CNN. DIE THOROUGHLY = INCLUDES OUR SOULS

PROPHECIES OF PLOUGHED LAND – POLES SHIFT

‘The earth will be seen turned upside down and facing the opposite hemi-spheres¹, and laying bare the holes where lurk the fiercest² animals.

THESE ARE THE UNDERGROUND DWELLERS WHICH ARE DISTURBED BY THE EARTH CHANGES

Refer: ¹Robert Berringer & Jno Cook.net, ²Phil Schneider

OF SKINS

Many animals . . . CLOTHES WILL BE MADE OF FUR DUE TO THE NEW ICE AGE
Entre Bayonne & Saint Jean de Lux
Sera posé de Mars la promontoire
Aux Hanix d’Aquilon Nanar hostera lux
Puis suffocqué au lict sans adjutoire

Between Bayonne and St. Jean de Luz
will be placed the promontory
of Mars (March?) a lance/laser? CME
To the Hanix of the North, Nanar will restrict the light
NANAR IS THE CURRENT KING OF THE ANUN.NAKIM
then suffocate in bed without assistance (by lack of oxygen)

OF BOILED FISH
Creatures of the water will die in boiling water.
It shall seem to men that they see new destructions in the sky, and the
flames descending there from shall seem to have taken night and to flee
away in terror; they shall hear creatures of every kind speaking
human language; they shall run in a moment, in person, to divers parts
of the world without movement; amidst the darkness they shall see the
most radiant splendours. O marvel of mankind! What frenzy has thus
impelled you! You shall behold yourselves falling from great heights
without suffering any injury; the torrents will bear you with them as they
mingle in their rapid course.

5 98 3 Poisson en mer, fleuve; lac cuit hectice
FAREUELL, EUCTICAL
EQUIPT (caused) POISONS MEN
Technique Circulate FUEL, FLEUU QUITE Hectic
NONE VALUE NORSEMEN ETHIC (the Eddas)
This could be saying that no one believes in the Runic alphabet

5 32
Where all is good, the Sun all beneficial and the Moon
Is (still) abundant, its ruin approaches (no moon, no sun
From the sky it advances to change your fortune (sunburst
ejection In the same state as the seventh rock (EARTH

1 22 1 Ce que vivra et n’ayant ancien sens
REVIEUU NATURE SUN SEQUENCES
VI. URANITE UUAIVER A.U SEQUENCE
CANUS (Sirius) URANATE EQUICURVE ATEN (an asteroid)

3 44
Quand l’animal l’homme domestique,
Apres grands peines et sauts viendra parler,
Le foudre vierge sera si malefique,
De terre prise et suspendue en l’air.

When the animal man is domesticated
After great pains and leaps will come to communicate:
The virgin (blank) lightning (plasma) will be very harmful,
Earth taken and suspended in the air

OF CATS THAT EAT RATS
In you, O cities of Africa!
Your own sons shall be seen torn to pieces within their own houses by most cruel and savage animals
of your country.

THIS COULD BE ONE OF THREE THINGS:
The treatment of Negro to Negro within Africa which has been escalating
The ‘cruel and savage’ animals would be referring to predators such as lions – this is probably a reference to
Leo [CATS] and those which come from that direction (for the false rapture)
There is one more chain reference this could involve. In the forum PRINCE OF DARK MEN, the ‘Dannemarc’ quatrain;
the ‘dark men’ from ‘Prince’ (either Sirius or the juvenile Leo, either way – the direction of those constellations)
are actually black men. In my research it is possible and likely that the Olmec were these cultures.
Those from Sirius are in league with the Anu of Orion (according to Nostradamus) and Africa was their original
stronghold – beginning at the Edin and as far as South Africa (the Abzu).

THERE IS ALSO THE QUESTION OF THE CURRENTLY EMPTY CITIES BUILT IN ANGOLA BY THE CHINESE
OF DREAMING

It shall seem to men that they see new destructions in the sky, and the flames descending therefrom shall seem to have taken flight and to flee away in terror;

BECAUSE THE EARTH WILL BE MOVED OUT OF THEIR WAY

they shall hear creatures of every kind speaking human language

OTHER WORLDERS USING TELEPATHY

they shall run in a moment in person to divers parts of the world without movement;

USING STAGE GATE TIME PORTALS

amidst the darkness they shall see the most radiant splendours.

NEW STARS AND THOSE WHO COME FROM THEM – ELECTRON BEINGS

O marvel of mankind! What frenzy has thus impelled you!

THE EARTH BEING IMPELLED WITH MANKIND ABOARD

You shall hold converse with animals of every species, and they with you in human language.

BY USING TELEPATHY

You shall behold yourselves falling from great heights without suffering any injury;

WHILE THE EARTH IS BEING PLACED IN ITS NEW ORBIT

the torrents will bear you with them as they mingle in their rapid course.

THE TORRENTS ARE THE ORBITS

OF ALL SOULS' DAY continued

‘whirling themselves round about the universe with great noise, fury and trembling’;

The wind from the east which will rush into the west.

The rays of the sun will kindle fire on the earth, [CME] whereby that which is beneath the sky will be set alight: and, beaten back by that which impedes them, they will return downwards;

UNDERGROUND

The burning-glass kindles the fire with which the oven is heated, and this has its base standing beneath its vaulted roof.

THE PYRAMIDS

A great part of the sea will fly towards the sky, and for a long time it will not return;

That is in clouds.

THIS IS THE CONDITION IN WHICH ENKI SPEAKS OF EARTH AT THE TIME HE FIRST SAW IT, THE SAME STATE AS GENESIS DESCRIBES IN 1:6:8 DURING THE TRANSITION FROM THE PHANEROZOIC TO THE MESOZOIC AGES

THE ‘SEA’ IS ALSO THAT AREA OF THE CONSTELLATIONS WHICH ARE ALL NAUTICAL, THOSE WHO FROM THERE CAME – ERIDANUS AT THE FOOT OF AQUARIUS TO THE FOOT OF ORION...

OF SHEEP, (URSA – THE SHEEPFOLD) COWS, (ALDEBARAN) GOATS (AURIGA & CAPRICORN) AND THE LIKE –

THE CONSTELLATIONS FROM WHICH COME CANNIBALS

‘From countless numbers will be stolen their little children, and the throats of these shall be cut, and they shall be quartered most barbarously.

SAYING CHILDREN WILL BE TREATED LIKE MEAT

OF FLEAS

A dog, lying asleep on the fur of a sheep, one of his fleas, perceiving the odour of the greasy wool, judged that this must be a land of better living, and also more secure from the teeth and nails of the dog than where he fed on the dog; and without farther reflection he left the dog and went into the thick wool. There he began with great labour to pass among the roots of the hairs; but after much sweating had to give up the task as vain, because these hairs were so close that they almost touched each other, and there was no space where fleas could taste the skin. Hence, after much labour and fatigue, he began to wish to return to his dog, who however had already departed; so he was constrained after long repentance and bitter tears, to die of hunger.

THE GRASS IS NEVER GREENER ON THE OTHER SIDE

THE UNDERGROUND BASES MAY NOT BE WHAT THEY SEEM

BE CONTENT WITH ENOUGH
OF BOWS MADE FROM THE HORNS OF OXEN

‘Many there will be who by means of the horns of cattle will die a painful death.

OF SCULPTURE

‘Alas! whom IS IT do I see? The Saviour crucified again?

THOSE OF SIRIUS, MARKAB & DENEBOLE USE THE LORD’S NAME TO GAIN THE TRUST OF THE PREY.

OF A STICK WHICH IS A DEAD THING — A ROD

‘The movement of the dead shall cause many who are living to flee away with grief and lamentation and cries.

MEN IN BLACK. SEE REVELATION — THE DEAD SHALL RISE TO JOIN THE LIVING

One of the other prophecies (not printed here) makes clear that Leonardo used “dead” as a poetic metaphor for iron or metal.

Thus, a moving metallic thing will cause many to flee:

UFO – ESPECIALLY CIGAR OR OBLONG ONES

The tank. The mobile machine gun.

OF THE MOUTH OF MAN (ORION) WHICH IS A TOMB (GIZA — A PUN)

‘There shall come forth loud noises out of the tombs of those who have died by an evil and violent death.

THEY ARE OFF TO HELL. THEY BECOME MEN IN BLACK, MADE BY THOSE FROM ORION/LEECH

THERE IS AN AFTERLIFE “A MERE DOUBLE” SAYS NOSTRADAMUS

OF THOSE WHO ARE BEATEN AND SCOURGED

Men will hide themselves within the bark of hollow trees, (BOATS) and there crying aloud they will make martyrs of themselves by beating their own limbs.

OF MEN WHO PASS ABOVE THE TREES WEARING WOODEN STILTS

‘The swamps will be so great that the men will go above the trees of their countries.

AS IS SAID ABOVE - EATING AND LIVING IN TREES

NOSTRADAMUS SAYS “LATONA”, WHICH ARE FLOATING ISLANDS

OF MEN WHO SLEEP UPON PLANKS MADE FROM TREES

Men will sleep and eat and make their dwelling among trees grown in the forests and the fields.

FLOATING

OF NUT-TREES WHICH ARE BEATEN

‘Those which have done best will be most beaten, and their children will be carried off and stripped or despoiled, and their bones broken and crushed.

OF NUTS, OLIVES, ACORNS, CHESTNUTS, AND THE LIKE

‘Many children shall be torn with pitiless beatings out of the very arms of their mothers, and flung upon the ground and then maimed.

NUTS, OLIVES, ACORNS, CHESTNUTS ARE ALL DATES

OLIVES AS A DATE February 18 – March 17. September 20/21/22
WALNUTS MEANS: April 21 – April 30. October 24 – November 11
CHESTNUT May 15 – May 24. November 12 – November 21
ACORN/OAK June 10 – July 9. March 20/21

THE OLIVES WHICH DROP FROM THE OLIVE-TREES GIVE US THE OIL WHICH MAKES LIGHT

‘There shall descend with fury from the direction of the sky that which will give us nourishment and light.

CORONAL MASS EJECTION

EITHER THE ANU OR EARTH BEING MOVED TOWARDS ONE OF THE GAS GIANTS

DESCRIBED BY NOSTRADAMUS AS: THE SUN ECLIPSED BEHIND MERCURY
OF WOODEN COFFERS WHICH ENCLOSSE MANY TREASURES
Within Walnuts (shells) and other trees and plants there shall be found very great treasures which lie hidden there.

THE PERCUSSION OF THE SUN’S DISC
‘Something will appear which will cover over the person who shall attempt to cover it.

THE SHADOW OF NIBIRU COVERING THE PEOPLE WHO ARE TRYING TO HIDE IT FROM THE PUBLIC AND THE ELECTRO MAGNETIC CORONAL MASS EJECTION. NOSTRADAMUS CALLS IT GRAND PULSE

OF CHILDREN WHO ARE WRAPPED IN SWADDLING BANDS – TRAIN DANGER
‘O cities of the sea, I behold in you your citizens, women as well as men, tightly bound with stout bonds around their arms and legs by folk who will have no understanding of our speech. And you will only be able to give vent to your griefs and sense of loss of liberty by making tearful complaints, and sighs, and lamentation one to another. For those who bind you will not have understanding of your speech nor will you understand them.

THE RUSSIAN & CHINESE MERCENARIES WHO HAVE ALREADY INFILTRATED

‘Many times one man shall be seen to change into three and all shall proceed together, and often the one that is most real abandons him.

THE SHADOW IS CAUSED BY NIBIRU AS IS THE REFLECTION. THE OTHERS ARE SHAPE SHIFTERS & CLONES

OF KIDS
‘The time of Herod (HE ROD) shall return. For the innocent children shall be torn away from their nurses and shall die of great wounds at the hands of cruel men AND TREATED LIKE KID GOATS – THE VICTIM

CONJECTURE – USING MATHEMATIC FORMULAES
‘Arrange in order the months and the ceremonies which are performed, and do this for the day and for the night.

TO CREATE A NEW CALENDAR

OF MEN WHO AS THEY GROW OLDER BECOME MORE MISERLY, WHEREAS, HAVING BUT A SHORT TIME TO STAY, THEY OUGHT TO BE MORE GENEROUS
‘You will see that those who are considered to be of most experience and judgment, in proportion as they come to have less need of things, seek and hoard them with more eagerness.

THE LIKES OF MURDOCH ROTHSEILDS VANDERBILTS AND GATES

OF THE AVARICIOUS
‘Many there will be who with the utmost zeal and solicitude will pursue furiously that which has always filled them with awe, not knowing its evil nature.

THE US MILITARY AND THEIR TREATIES WITH THE OFF WORLDERS

OF COCKLES AND SEA-SNAILS CAST UP BY THE SEA WHICH ROT WITHIN THEIR SHELLS
How many shall there be who after they are dead will lie rotting in their own houses, filling all the air around with their foul stench!

ONE NINTH BIT REMAINS AFTER THE RADIOACTIVE OCEANS ROLL OVER THE CONTINENTS SAID NOSTRADAMUS

OF BEATING THE BED TO REMAKE IT
To such a pitch of ingratitude shall men come that that which shall give them lodging without any Price (THE EARTH) shall be loaded with blows, in such a way that great parts of the inside of it shall be detached from their place, and shall be turned over and over within it.

POLES SHIFT – EARTH MOVING UNDERGROUND – AT THE VERY CORE

CONTINUED
"The time will come when men will look on the murder of animals as they now look on the murder of men."

Leonardo da Vinci